
MAZE
Get Derrick Henry through the maze and into the endzone! 

Make sure you avoid the defenders!

TOUCHDOWN!



WORD SEARCH

BYARD

LEWAN

JACKSON

HUMPHRIES

LANDRY

BROWN

TANNEHILL

KERN

EVANS

HENRY

DAVIS

BUTLER

SIMMONS



CROSSWORD
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CROSSWORD
Across
4. the outer two members of the defensive line

5. happens when a player on one team catches a ball from the quarterback instead of the intended receiver

11. the outer member of the offensive line (left)

14. when the 11 players on the field come together to discuss strategy between plays

17. a player who runs with the football

18. a 10-yard-long area at each end of the field

19. a defensive back who normally is positioned well behind the line of scrimmage

20. the inner member of the offensive line who protect the quarterback and ball carriers (right)

22. a player who lines up between the center and the tackles on the offensive line of scrimmage used 

       primarily for blocking

Down
1. a defensive back positioned to the outside of the linebackers

2. the series of plays when the offense has the football

3. they player who snaps the ball to the quarterback

6. the inner member of the offensive line who protect the quarterback and ball carriers (left)

7. an offensive back usually positioned behind the quarterback and to the side of the fullback

8. a player who serves as a receiver and also a blocker

9. the inner two members of the defensive line

10. the outer member of the offensive line (right)

12. a player positioned behind the center who directs a team’s offensive play

13. an exchange made by handing the ball to a teammate





SPOT THE DIFFERENCE
Identify the 5 differences between the photos.
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